
ReviBoard® V9
The new skateboard generation developed by Oleg Lohnes

Revolutionary and unique worldwide!

The ReviBoard®, the new skateboard generation developed by Oleg Lohnes.

Have you ever thought about the possibility to do in your living room several 
sports at the same time with minimal effort and maximum effect – completely 
independent of weather conditions or access to a gym?

The ideal sports training device 

The ReviBoard® riding exercises and improves the interaction of all muscles. 
With an application time of only 10 minutes it promotes mobility, fine motor skills, 
concentration, flexibility, neuroplasticity, mental flexibility, learning ability as well 
as speed thinking.
 
The ReviBoard® is the ideal sports training device for training the balance. This 
will help you to come to your own center. To be in your own center is an important 
component for your soul balance and for the improvement of your own health. 

The floating feeling that arises while riding has absolute addictive potential and 
your own joy of life increases with every ReviBoard® ride. 
The ReviBoard® combines skateboarding, snowboarding, wave riding and the 
Oleg Lohnes specially developed Integral Movement Prophylaxis (exercise 
program to increase the performance and physical fitness) with each other. 
The ReviBoard® is the ideal sports training device, even for „couch potatoes“ 
and people who up to now have hardly come into contact with sports. 
All you need is a small room or office to have fun using the ReviBoard®. 
You need an area of only 1m x 2m. 

Safe and fearless driving pleasure 

Safety first: the special design allows you to get on and off safely and without 
fear. Compared to conventional skateboards, the risk of injury to the rider, 
bystanders and furniture (when practicing in the living room or office) is reduced 
many times over. 

In cooperation with Shark Wheel® the ReviBoard® rides on the best tires that can 
be found anywhere in the world. The patented design makes even 
problematic driving surfaces easy to drive on. 

Learn to drive ReviBoard®

All interested parties looking for something special have the opportunity to learn 
the art of ReviBoard® driving in a one-day seminar (duration 8 hours, see dates 
on our homepage https://oleglohnes.de/kurse/termine/).

The word creation ReviBoard® is composed of the words „Revitaler®“ and 
skateboard and is a trademark of the Oleg Lohnes Therapeutikum GmbH. 

The ReviBoard® is a new generation of skateboards developed by Oleg Lohnes 
and is revolutionary and unique worldwide due to its special driving 
characteristics. 
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Technical data

Standard European Standard: DIN EN 13613:2009-08 (D)

Length 65 cm x width 25 cm x height (incl. Wheels) 
17,5 cm Dimension (mounted)

Wheels (included) Shark Wheels 

10 cmMaximum 
diameter of rollers

Material

Base made of high-grade aircraft aluminium and 
stainless steel, deck made of luminescent acrylic, 
enclosed by shatterproof, UV-resistant bulletproof 
glass (polycarbonate), with original Revitaler® platelets 
made of polyoxymethylene on the surface. 

Weight (including wheels) 4,7 kg

max 100 kgUser weight

The Price includes a video seminar. 

The Link to this seminar will be sent by email after purchase. 
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